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I have the sound card in my computer working. Sometimes it's sound working and at other times it's not working. I don't have
the problem on every song or every song in every DAP. The error sound that's on every song or every song in every DAP is

"double mono". I use a4tev 7.1 with the newest internet radio feature on my phone. Any suggestions on how to fix it? A: It is
very likely that the content you are listening to is encoded in PCM (pulse-code modulation). Which means that some programs
(by nature, not by design) are not designed to work with this kind of format. This is why most "playback" solutions will fall to

their knees when faced with PCM audio. It is possible to download some utility software that will try to "fix" it for you. In
particular, it would seek to auto-detect the audio source, and then try to turn it to non-pcm. This usually requires some kind of
parameter to adjust this auto-detection and configuring. There is no guarantee that it will work, however. In the case of your

particular DAP, the steps to configure it for non-PCM audio would be to: connect the DAP to the PC open it's configurator look
for "audio mode" (or something like that) "1" is probably the correct setting exit the configurator Then try to play the content. If
that doesn't work, then you have to look for something that is designed to play non-pcm content. Q: Quantum Mechanics, What
is the origin of the torque? In quantum mechanics, any rotation must be described by a unitary operator $\hat{R}$. In the book,

it says that this means that "a torque operator takes the form $\hat{T} = - i \hat{L}$". In classical mechanics, there is only
kinetic energy, which is an operator. However, there is also potential energy, which is not (the notion of potential energy does
not even exist at the classical level, only energy can do that). But if there is no potential energy, the equation of motion is just

kT, and there is no torque. How is it that the torque is still there at the quantum level? A: Turing a process described
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